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Car is a depreciable asset. The moment you drive a car out of a showroom its value decreases
exponentially hence one can explore the ulterior option i.e. the used cars. Used car market has a
great variety to offer. Before buying a used car

â€¢ FEW NEED TO KNOWS

ïƒ˜  Analyze your needs: Look for the cars which enjoy long term resale value.

ïƒ˜ Boil down to a decision regarding which model to buy.

ïƒ˜ Money Makes the world goes round!!! And so arrange your finances carefully by evaluating even
the minutest detail. There are a lot of companies available which offer automobile loans at
competitive rates.

ïƒ˜ Source:  Internet, Car dealers, brokers, personal referrals can show you what is available. Always
trust a reliable source and never wear a blindfold while doing these kind of deals where caution is
the only precaution you can take.

ïƒ˜ Keep in Mind:  Some of the Dealerships provide certified used cars. These pre owned cars are
quality tested in order to get the certification. Try and buy such cars. But also be careful there are a
lot of superficial certified cars as well.

ïƒ˜ Never go in for whatâ€™s not real: Do not prefer modified cars and they shouldnâ€™t be the priority at all.
Modified cars are as illusionary as a mirage in a desert.

ïƒ˜ Unpopular cars could be a great deal: Cars which were not that popular could be a great option in
the used car market.

ïƒ˜ Inactive cars should also be not on your platter: Remember cars are ought to run for long periods. If
a 5-7 year old car has a reading on odometer of 30000km then it is alarming.

â€¢ TAKE A TEST

ïƒ˜ Take an expert advice: If you are not very techno savvy then take a friend of yours who is. Use his
skills to lure out the details about the vehicle which u might have overlooked.

ïƒ˜ Use sun to your advantage: Always check out the car in day time. Night can fool you but day will
show you the light and help you choose what is right.

ïƒ˜ Carefully analyze the documentation: Look out for the discrepancies. Should prepare a checklist of
original documents. Ask for original documents, RTO tax receipt, Registration of the car, insurance
etc.

ïƒ˜ Take Test ride: Donâ€™t just drive once and be satiated. Test drive in as many conditions as you. Take
the car in traffic, highway, inclines and declines.

Car has become a pre-requisite now days. For some itâ€™s even like a second home because they
spend so much time in travelling but at the same time one has to keep in mind that it is a deflating
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asset. Therefore â€œused carsâ€• could be a great option to explore. We would encourage your visit and
would certainly assure you complete satisfaction and great experience, So that you can drive back
in your second home with trust.
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